


The lid applicator is a unique linear machine for applying lids on round cups. This machine is 

developed especially for the dairy industry. In this industry there are high standards for hygiene 

and cleanability. With this machine a new standard has been introduced based on production 

volumes and lid applying accuracy.

The main advantages
• Stand-alone linear machine with a small footprint
• 6.000 Lids/hour with 8 heads
• Lid storage for 30 minutes of production (depending 
on the height of the lid)
• Easy format change (height of the cup)
• Completely wash down on request
• Including a reject system
• Recharging the storage during production is possible 
without stopping the machine
• Optional cup support mechanism

Capacity
Based on the 8 headed model we can apply 6.000 lids/
hour with the base model. On request we can modify 
the machine to meet your special requirements 
(e.g. higher speeds).

Cups
The machine has been designed to handle one specific 
cup diameter, for instance 95 mm. The height of the cup 
is adjustable. It is possible to handle cups between 40 
and 130 mm in height. We can always examine if there 
are possibilities to handle other diameters and heights.

Features
• Full color HMI
       - Auto / manual mode
       - User management
       - Production statistics
       - Alarm management including historical alarms
• Diagnostic tools for technicians

Cleaning
Depending on your wishes it is possible to clean the lid 
applicator completely. Standard the machine has an IP-
65 protection class. However, we can deliver a complete 
wash down version which can be covered with foam, 
rinsed with water and if necessary disinfected. 

Optional cup support mechanism
Sometimes it is required to support the cup during the 
application of the lid. This optional cup support mecha-
nism is developed to support the seal ridge of the cup 
completely. During the application of the lid the mecha-
nism prevents the seal ridge of the cup to bend and thus 
makes it easier to apply the lid.

Our organization Budé Innovative Solutions bv 
As a project organization Budé Innovative Solutions bv 
concentrates for over 30 years on projects within the 
production automation. The associated disciplines are 
project management, mechanical engineering, industri-
al automation (control engineering) and our own work-
shop.  Some examples of the machines developed by 
Budé Innovative Solutions bv in the context of industrial 
automation are the lid applicator, bowlfeeder, Gassha-
ker, packaging line etc. In addition, we have several other 
types of machines developed, tailor-made in accordance 
with the requirements and wishes of our clients.  In the 
field of production automation these clients are mainly 
active in the food, both in the Netherlands and abroad.

For more information please visit our website 
www.bude.com/bis
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1 | Complete overview lid applicator

2 | Infeed of the cups

3 | Lid storage

4 | Fastening lid on the cup

5 | Cup with fastened lid

6 | Cup support mechanism
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